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INTRODUCTION

In his article in the 2007 edition of the Journal of the Evangelical Homiletical 
Society, Dennis Hollinger writes, “We appeal to the heart through image, 
symbol, story, personal vulnerability, as well as passion in our own delivery.”1  
This assertion is certainly true and helpful, but it raises new questions 
concerning the practice and extent of vulnerability in the pulpit.
 Vulnerability is experiencing a popular resurgence in Western 
thought.2 One of the most popular TED talks of all times is that by social science 
researcher Dr. Brené Brown. In her work she explores the fruitful dynamics 
of vulnerability – which she defines as “uncertainty, risk, and emotional 
exposure”3 – and she probes the common fears and misunderstandings that 
blind so many of us to its essential value. Vulnerability is not weakness, 
she argues, it is truth, courage and authenticity; it is the birthplace of love, 
belonging and joy. Vulnerability is “daring greatly.”4 We applaud it when we 
see it in others and we thrive when we learn to practice it with wisdom. The 
research is compelling and it frames an important homiletic question: “What 
does it mean for preachers to “dare greatly” for the sake of God’s mission 
in the world?” Or, to put it more boldly, “When it comes to vulnerability in 
preaching, how far is simply not far enough?”
 To some extent, all preachers are involuntarily vulnerable. The 
moment we step up to preach we are unavoidably at risk, emotionally exposed 
and unable to control many things. When we dare to speak a word from God, 
we are essentially defenceless. Someone might oppose us or misconstrue our 
intentions; they might point out some bad exegesis or pickup a misquoted 
scripture. An example we give hoping to clarify may actually confuse, or 
our personality may collide with some listener in completely unexpected 
ways. Preaching opens doors to dozens of unintended thought destinations 
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in every listener and leaves the preacher decidedly vulnerable. 
 It is not hard to understand why we preachers sometimes look for 
strategies to avoid this vulnerability. Church work is stressful and we are not 
eager to stir the pot. Vulnerability in preaching may seem like a bridge too far 
and so we retreat to safety. Perhaps we take comfort in a large elevated pulpit 
that allows us to partially “hide” and stand symbolically above reproach; or 
we adopt a professional veneer, a way of being “legitimately” unavailable 
to others, so we are insulated from the likely pains of vulnerability. Some 
listeners will take exaggerated comfort from our certitude as preachers and 
a fear of their critique may cause us to avoid the hard conversations and 
give no indication of personal struggle or doubt in our preaching. To step 
back from vulnerability with a self-protective instinct is understandable, but 
wrong. Preachers, whose model and message is Jesus, must ask, “How far is 
not far enough?” And we must contemplate our crosses – those artefacts of 
suffering Jesus instructed us to carry when we opted to become disciples and 
then preachers – as we discern our answer.
 The English word Vulnerable is rooted in the Latin noun vulnus 
(wound) and it was first used in the early 1600s with the meaning “capable 
of being physically wounded.”5 Modern usage has shifted slightly but the 
core idea of opening oneself to potential hurt lingers. Vulnerable preachers 
imitate our Lord Jesus Christ as we put ourselves in harms way for the sake 
of God’s mission. Yes, vulnerability is dangerous but for preachers of the 
gospel it is an exciting act of obedience as well. 
 This paper will offer resources for preachers who seek to be 
vulnerable. In Section 1 “WHY?” we present a robust rationale exploring 
both the theological and homiletic imperatives of vulnerability. In Section 
2 “BUT.” we offer a short catalogue of cautions and practical reflections on 
the common dangers associated with vulnerability in preaching. Then in 
Section 3 “HOW?” we unpack the vital role of the Holy Spirit as a homiletic 
companion who fosters healthy vulnerability in our preaching. We conclude 
with a reflection on the question, “How far is not far enough?” – the critical 
challenge for preachers who would “dare greatly.”

SECTION 1—WHY?

The Theological Imperative for Vulnerability

A number of patterns emerging from the Bible demand that vulnerability 
should be a core value for the faithful people of God seeking to imitate him. 
By extension, they also imply that vulnerability is something the preacher 
should aspire to in pursuit of a faithful homiletic.

The Pattern of the Trinity. The perichoretic relationship of the Trinity is self-
giving, unreservedly self-disclosing, and infinitely compassionate; no 
“wound” is ever possible here so long as the community remains closed. But 
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the triune God “is not, in the first place, ‘absolute power,’ but ‘absolute love,’ 
and His sovereignty manifests itself not in holding on to what is its own 
but in its abandonment.”6 Humanity is invited to join this mutual self-giving 
community, “to enter into a divine dance with the Trinity”7 and to experience 
that for which we were created. To achieve this, Father, Son and Spirit open 
themselves to wounds, tears and grief – Trinity embraces vulnerability. 
Preachers, as leaders of their faith community, are invited to imitate this self-
giving and vulnerable love present in the Godhead.8

The Pattern of Revelation. Revelation is openness or disclosure on the part 
of God. Most strikingly, Yahweh reveals his personal character to Moses: 
“And he passed in front of Moses, proclaiming, ‘The Lord, the Lord, the 
compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love and 
faithfulness’” (Ex. 34:6). In the Scriptures God repeatedly reveals these 
“weak” aspects of his character in acts of vulnerability. More fully, Jesus 
reveals God’s character: “The Son is the image of the invisible God …” (Col. 
1:15). This image of the invisible God is vulnerable; he is hungry, tires, weeps 
and bleeds.

The Pattern of the Prophet. Walter Brueggemann has defined preaching as a 
prophetic act.9 The prophetic act is a vulnerable act. The 8th Century prophets 
were especially vulnerable: socio-culturally (Amos comes from “the farm” to 
declare God’s message to the “city folk”), personally (Hosea discloses the 
intimacies of his broken marriage) and politically (Jeremiah speaks against 
the government and ends up imprisoned). Yet it is the vulnerability of these 
ancient preachers that gives their message power, authenticity and enduring 
significance.

The Pattern of the Incarnation. The incarnation of Christ is characterised by 
presence, proximity and the surrender of divine privilege (Phil 2:7); these 
are possible only through vulnerability. “In the incarnation, the triune God 
has not simply helped the world, but has disclosed Himself in what is most 
deeply His own.”10 The kenosis which accompanies the incarnation “is the 
movement not into powerlessness or masochistic self-sacrifice but into a 
new paradigm of mutuality and relationality, of non-coercive power and 
vulnerability.”11

 One of the defining characteristics of Jesus was his servanthood and 
its accompanying humility. John 13:1-17 records Jesus’ humiliating actions – 
“he poured water into a basin and began to wash his disciples’ feet” – and 
his purpose in doing so – “I have set you an example that you should do as I 
have done for you.” Servanthood and humility are postures of vulnerability 
that Jesus modelled and mandated for his followers.

The Pattern of Paul. The apostle Paul demonstrated vulnerability. He cried 
in front of people (Acts 20:37), expressed his affection for people (2 Cor. 
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2:4; Phil. 1:8), referred to himself as a nursing mother and a faithful father 
(1 Thess. 2:7,11), publicly acknowledged himself as a sinner (1 Tim. 1:12-17, 
Rom. 7:24) and told of his unanswered prayers (2 Cor. 12:8-9). He shared not 
only the gospel but his very life as well (1 Thess. 2:8).
 The koinonia that Paul advocated is also a posture of vulnerability. 
In Galatians 6:2 he says: “Bear one another’s burdens, and so fulfil the law 
of Christ.” To share one’s burdens means we must share our personal details 
with others, which is an act of vulnerability. We do not know how others will 
respond to what we share with them, but we are called to do it nonetheless. 
 These divinely inspired patterns of vulnerability provide an impetus 
and a warrant for the preacher to be vulnerable. There is also a homiletical 
imperative for this daring practice.

The Homiletical Imperative for Vulnerability

As a speech communication endeavour homiletics learns from rhetoric and 
psychology as well as theology. These domains of inquiry add further weight 
to our claim that healthy vulnerability has significant merit in the pulpit. 

Vulnerability establishes connection and influence. Vulnerability builds 
relationship between preachers and listeners. It makes an “appeal to the 
heart,”12 contributes to credibility and establishes what rhetoricians call 
“ethos.”13 Vulnerability expresses openness and “by sharing our stories, we 
find authentic connections with others. People want to follow leaders who 
embrace that humanity, who acknowledge the power of pain and the greater 
power of God’s grace.”14 People are more likely to listen to, and be influenced 
by, those with whom they feel connection.
 Research reveals that one of the key factors, which motivate people 
to follow a leader, is their perceived trustworthiness.15 There are two paths 
to leadership authority – which can be defined as the ability to influence: 
positional authority (which is weak) and the authority that comes from 
personal trust (which is strong). Personal trust is built through vulnerability 
and since vulnerability casts aside the concern of duplicity, it is a powerful 
leadership and teaching tool for the preacher. In the words of Brené Brown: 
“Trust is a product of vulnerability that grows over time and requires work, 
attention, and full engagement. Trust isn’t a grand gesture but a growing 
marble collection.”16

Vulnerability creates interest. The most obvious expression of this vulnerability 
in preaching is the use of personal stories.17 It is easy to access “canned” 
illustrations for sermons, but these lack the quality of “fresh” that emerges 
from the lives of preachers themselves. The power of a great story lies not in 
its universal appeal but in its personal significance. As Matthew Kim writes, 
“What makes us effective preachers and communicators is not reproducing 
the content and delivery style of eminent preachers, but rather to share from 
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our hearts the lessons God has taught us that week through his word.”18 Such 
personal, vulnerable, story illustrations are especially gripping.
 Stories that highlight our personal struggles or uncertainty can be 
used to build tension at the beginning and engage listeners throughout the 
sermon. Stories of how a theological concept “lands” in our personal life can 
provide powerful and illustrative explanations of what a theological concept 
means.19 Stories of how we have tried to apply a theological concept in our 
personal life can generate highly practical and understandable applications. 
At this practical level, the preacher is impelled towards vulnerability.

Vulnerability inspires emulation. Listener response studies highlight the 
significant value of speaking from personal experience as a means of helping 
listeners put into action what is being preached.20 Such healthy vulnerability 
enhances the role of the preacher as witness and exemplar, and listeners 
say to themselves: “The preacher is like me. I too can be like the preacher.” 
An invulnerable preacher, though worthy of admiration, is a less accessible 
model and an unconvincing guide. As the preacher, and teacher of preachers, 
C. H. Spurgeon said:

We must testify. We must bear witness to the effect, which the gospel 
has had upon our heart and life. The telling out of our personal 
experience is a means of grace to our hearers … There is much 
force in such personal testimony. Oh, that you and I, after having 
explained the gospel, may always be able to tell out something from 
our own experience, which will prove it!21 

 Preachers need to recognize and balance three types of personal 
experience stories22 and their accompanying challenges:

1.  Stories of success – encourage the listeners but may reduce connection if 
the successes are overstated or the speaker is lionised.

2.  Stories of failure – produce connection with listeners but may damage 
trust if the issues are still unresolved or the topic is too raw.

3.  Stories of the journey – both encourage and build connection with 
listeners but may become predictable or trite if underdeveloped.

 Preachers may choose to employ all three types of stories, but 
the third type has obvious advantages. Stories of “journey” highlight 
the struggle but also the way God is working through it. In doing so they 
demonstrate the “humanness” of the preacher and the potential of God to 
bring transformation. The best stories of vulnerability highlight the process 
of sanctification and inspire emulation.
 Vulnerability in preaching takes more forms than just the use of 
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stories. A freedom to express uncertainty about theological interpretations or 
conclusions can help listeners develop a more proactive attitude to the study 
of the Scripture. A phrase like, “this verse had me puzzled, and as I explored 
it more fully I realised …”, is empowering for listeners because it encourages 
them to ask questions of Scripture and seek answers for themselves. However, 
this requires vulnerability on the part of the preacher.
 The very tone of the speaker can express vulnerability or 
invulnerability. There is a place for a preacher to be confident and passionate. 
But there is also a place for a preacher to step from behind the pulpit, open 
up before the congregation and quietly acknowledge failure and uncertainty. 
Open arms and tears should characterize the posture of the pastor over time 
just as much as passionate conviction and confidence.23

In summary, the exercise of vulnerability in our preaching is warranted – 
and even mandated – on theological and homiletical grounds. An intentional 
embrace of the “uncertainty, risk and emotional exposure” that vulnerability 
brings to our preaching has much to commend it. But, as we have already 
noted, things can go seriously wrong and a few cautions are in order.

SECTION 2—BUT 

A Short Catalogue of Cautions

Unreserved self-disclosure was easy in Eden (at first!), it is completely natural 
for the Trinity, and it will become commonplace for believers in God’s new 
creation. But presently, it is very hard. Because we preach in a broken world 
where we have learned to hide ourselves in shame, withhold intimacy from 
each other and find fault too quickly, the exercise of vulnerability is high risk. 
Preachers and hearers can become seriously hurt. While we cannot eliminate 
every danger we preachers can practice self-care and mitigate many of the 
risks by exercising wisdom in six areas: timing, intensity, accumulation, 
intentionality, safety and demographics. 

Timing. Jesus humbled himself and gave his life away; he modelled 
vulnerability, as noted above. Yet in doing so he was attentive to timing, 
often choosing to “hide” aspects of his messianic identity for a period of 
time, in service to God’s mission (Mark 3:12, 5:43, 8:30; Luke 8:56, 9:21).24 
Undisciplined self-disclosure can harm our work as ministers of God’s good 
news. 
 Godly preachers will wrestle to discover God’s timing in the practice 
of vulnerability and be attentive to the seasons of a local ministry. When the 
church is in pain or in need of strong leadership it is often good to increase 
vulnerability in your preaching. But when you are in pain and feeling the 
weakness of your leadership, it is good to take counsel with others before you 
disclose too freely. Vulnerability in preaching must always be accountable to 
our calling and God’s mission.
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Intensity. Significant self-disclosure usually involves emotion and it is 
important to understand, as much as possible, the dimensions of that emotion. 
A preacher, who underestimates how deeply his or her emotions actually run, 
may misjudge the outcome of an episode of vulnerability. Similarly, elevated 
listener responses may be triggered by strong emotions in the preacher’s 
personal story, and wherever possible this should be anticipated and catered 
for pastorally. The amount of information shared, the way it is framed and 
the follow-up opportunities that are offered by the speaker, all contribute to 
healthy management of the uncertainties of emotional intensity.

Accumulation. Preachers must think about the body of their preaching as 
well as individual sermons. Episodes of vulnerability have a significant 
cumulative effect and preachers do not easily see this without feedback from 
trusted listeners. We may repeat some things about ourselves and omit other 
things without realising the impact on our congregations. When our ten 
most recent sermons are considered together, an objective bystander might 
discover that our vulnerability journey is becoming “thin and trite” or “raw 
and angry” or “dismissive and patronising.” Such a judgement might be 
unfair of any one sermon, but taken together a disconcerting (but repairable!) 
pattern emerges.
 Over time we project an image of self that needs to be critiqued and 
redressed. Doing this work is itself an act of vulnerability, and done well it 
greatly increases our credibility as leaders. 

Intentionality. We preachers should interrogate our intentions frequently. 
Sharing personal stories can be like taking “selfies” and putting them out for 
other people to admire. Personal stories are gripping and when a preacher 
takes exaggerated delight in centre stage, vulnerability can mutate into a self-
deceiving act of prideful attention seeking. 
 Brené Brown calls this “a smash-and-grab job.” She compares this 
ego driven dysfunction to the work of a thief who would kick down a door 
or break a window in order to grab a few valuables and then run. This sort of 
back alley crime is reprehensible. But ego driven vulnerability – “smashing 
through people’s social boundaries with intimate information, then grabbing 
whatever attention and energy you can get your hands on”25 – is arguably 
worse. Preachers need to assess carefully whether their vulnerability is 
genuinely edifying or merely self-adulating. 

Safety. Vulnerability impacts those close to the preacher – such as family, 
ministry colleagues and those seeking personal counsel – in significant and 
elevated ways. Preachers are responsible for the wellbeing of all listeners 
and should always speak with a spirit of generosity and hospitality. We 
must respect, and wherever possible, honour those whom we name in our 
preaching. We should always seek permission when our vulnerability will 
disclose the private experiences of other people as well. And, we should 
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preach in such a way that all who listen would experience, through our 
vulnerability, the wide welcome of the gospel. 

Demographics. The extent to which an episode of vulnerability will prove 
helpful and appropriate is a highly contextual matter. A local preacher 
speaking to a congregation of mature believers with whom they have a long-
term relationship is in a very different context to an overseas guest speaker 
at an inter-church youth convention. We preachers need to assess carefully 
the dynamics and demographics of each audience and each situation, as we 
prepare and deliver our sermons. An awareness of the congregation’s make 
up – gender, age, ethnicity, religious background and group membership – 
will help the preacher understand the way vulnerability may function in the 
preaching experience.
 The broadcasting of sermons across the Internet, whether in print, 
audio or video form is an increasingly complicating factor for preachers. 
It brings great opportunity and new challenges. What may be helpful in a 
local context can be dangerous when broadcast to an anonymous audience. 
Preachers with an Internet ministry should remember that a second 
congregation, of mostly unknown listeners, sits in the digital front row.
 Paying attention to these six areas will help preachers manage 
the risks of vulnerability, but establishing vulnerability warnings is like 
mapping the wind – we can achieve some large-scale generalisations, but 
locally “the wind blows wherever it pleases” (Jn. 3:8). Rather than hemming 
our preaching with safety fences and no trespassing signs, we must become 
“vulnerability experts” who are able to read the environment and respond 
wisely. These skills grow with experience, local knowledge and the help of 
God’s Holy Spirit. 

SECTION 3—HOW?

The Role of the Holy Spirit in Preaching with Vulnerability

 A key to the consistently effective use of homiletic vulnerability is our 
spirituality26 – by which we mean every preacher’s growing understanding 
of, and complete surrender to, the operations of the Holy Spirit. The 
Bible uses many word pictures to describe this maturing reality in Christ-
followers. We are to “receive,” “walk in step with,” “live by,” “be baptized 
in,” “be filled with,” and in every way possible “be led by” the person of the 
Holy Spirit. No one reaches full potential as a preacher of Jesus’ good news 
without fostering a passionate spirituality. In fact, Jesus explicitly opposes 
non-spiritual preaching (Acts 1:4).
 The Holy Spirit is our homiletic advocate. He involves himself 
directly in all aspects of our preaching and can empower our practice of 
vulnerability in at least four ways: character formation in you as a preacher, 
practical discernment in your local ministry, sermon construction and 
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delivery, and listener response during and after your sermon. Taken together 
these operations of the Spirit elevate the fruitfulness of vulnerability in 
preaching and assist us to mitigate its dangers. 

Character formation and self-disclosure. It is the Spirit’s work to grow preachers 
from the inside out, producing within them extraordinary fruit, and it is 
the preacher’s responsibility to cooperate (Gal. 5:22-25). Preachers who are 
yielded in this way will dare, with humility, to speak of the struggles of 
maturing. They will put their weaknesses and learnings forward as fodder 
for possible sermons and will expect the Spirit’s enabling to sift their thoughts 
and intentions. They will reflect and pray and with the Spirit’s guidance they 
will discover “wisdom” that can be spoken “in season” with “prophetic” 
power when the time is right. Healthy self-disclosure is the fruit of faithful 
discipleship and it is hard spiritual work.
 Some months ago, I (Allan) preached a sermon in which I spoke 
about the Spirit’s work in my life on a matter of personal character. I felt 
emotionally exposed and very uncertain as I recounted the gradual but 
certain change I have experienced over the past several years. I described 
the practical steps taken and the spiritual practices I embraced that have 
precipitated this positive change. The content was specific, respectful and 
biblical and the disclosure proved to be powerful and decidedly effective. 
It has resulted in numerous significant pastoral conversations and much 
positive feedback.
 Vulnerability through self-disclosure achieves its communication 
advantage by disrupting the established power dynamics. When a preacher 
makes a significant disclosure he or she gives away a little of their advantage 
putting the listeners in a slightly more powerful position, and giving room 
for the Spirit to work. This results in a sense of healthy empowerment for 
most congregants who read the situation as an opportunity to learn from 
the raw realities of another human story. Listeners are presented with the 
disassembled building blocks of a human experience and given permission 
to make of it what they will. For most people this is a wonderfully enabling 
experience.
 But for some listeners the shift in power dynamics may set other 
subtleties in motion, tapping into pre-existing dysfunctions, anxieties and 
hurts of every kind. Listeners may assume unexpected roles – such as the 
knowing-counsellor, the angry-judge or the parental-carer – in response to 
their private brokenness and not the preacher’s message. 27 While the preacher 
will work hard to avoid such land mines, this is a dark and unavoidable part 
of being vulnerable and the preacher needs strategies for boundary-setting 
and personal recovery. The key issue to explore is ownership.
 Whose issue is this, the preacher, the listener, both or neither? When 
this is sorted, as best it can be, and responsibility is embraced where it ought 
to be, then light can shine even in these dark places. This is the messy but 
potentially healing work of pastoral ministry. Preachers can choose to avoid 
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all of this by rejecting vulnerability, but the costs for the kingdom are high. 
Wise preachers grow their skills and improve.
None of this is to say that preachers must always talk about themselves. How 
dull that would be! We will draw wisdom from many people and point to 
any number of models whose walk of faith instructs and inspires. But if we 
are to exercise our homiletic calling with obedience, we also need to say, with 
Paul: “imitate me” and “what you have seen in me, put it into practice.” This 
is the untidy, but fruitful work of pastoral preaching. (1 Cor. 4:16, 11:1; Phil. 
4:9; 1 Thess. 1:6).

Practical discernment and application. One of the most significant ways in which 
we preachers “dare greatly” is our effort to apply the scriptures practically 
and locally as we serve our hearers. Murray Capill describes this facet of 
preaching as “something pressed against their lives today – the “here and 
now” message from God”28 and he notes that if we are to do this well, we 
must welcome greater vulnerability. 
 Faithful preachers bring more than “human wisdom” to sermons 
(1 Cor. 2:5). Speaking from the scriptures and empowered by the Spirit, 
we “know” God in a way that involves intimacy and participation.29 Our 
knowledge is performative, that is to say, it has the character of experience, 
and like Paul we preach creedal truth that is both physically embodied and 
divinely animated – we preach the cross (1 Cor.1:23) and the resurrection 
(Acts 17:18) “with a demonstration of the Spirit’s power” (1 Cor. 2:1-5). We 
dare to speak a “here and now” message from the living God, our Father. 
 This is possible because of our distinct Judaeo-Christian view 
of reality. The Hebrew and Christian Scriptures insist that where God is 
at work in the world, his Spirit and the material creation are inextricably 
bound together giving rise to new reality. We see this defining element of 
orthodox spirituality in the very first biblical narrative when “breath” (Spirit) 
and “clay” (matter) are fused to form a unique living being (nephesh) (Gen. 
2:7). And we see it again with pronounced clarity when Paul celebrates the 
“Spirit” at work in our “mortal bodies” achieving resurrection (new creation), 
a glorious unfolding reality that is both present as we live and promised 
when we die (Gen. 2; Rom. 8; Eph. 2; 2 Cor. 5:17). This biblical approach to 
reality permeates the Scriptures, and we are obliged to hold this tension as 
we pastor, lead and preach the “here and now” good news.
 One way to reduce our vulnerability (and our obedience) is to 
unwind this tension in favour of the material world, as most western secular 
academia tends to do. By relying on measurements and observations, 
generalisations and statistical assertions – in a word, science – we can gain a 
sense of respectability, but lose the very thing we are commissioned to speak, 
namely “a word from the Lord.” For all the good science has done and will 
yet do, this diminished vision of humanity that celebrates clay and knows 
nothing of Spirit, offers a very limited gospel.
 Preachers “know more” than scientists (and daring to think so 
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makes us exceedingly vulnerable) because we lay claim to the Spirit and dare 
to believe that he is at work in creation serving the mystery and majesty of 
the creator’s will. This is not arrogance, it is a claim to alternate wisdom 
divinely revealed throughout history and held accountable by the breath of 
God (Heb. 1:1-3, 2 Tim. 3:15, 16).
 Another way to diminish our vulnerability (and our orthodoxy) is 
to claim that our knowledge as preachers is “special”, completely detached 
from accountability in the world and only accessible to our properly initiated 
“spiritual” devotees. This is what Gnosticism in its many forms tends to do, 
resolving the Spirit-matter tension by elevating spirit and denigrating the 
material universe, the opposite of what we have explored above. But on this 
path we become preachers of another gospel; one rooted in mysticism and 
mystery, not incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection (1 Tim. 6:20-21).
 The Christian gospel is embodied, it is a history of birth, blood and 
bodily resurrection. Its preachers call people to follow an historical person, 
Jesus, not a collection of black-letter laws and gnostic sayings.30 Nor is Jesus 
a mystic guide who points us to “spirit” and then fades from view, he is God 
– self-disclosed to us in flesh and Spirit and ever present as our Lord. It is 
this fusion of Spirit and matter that makes the Christian story so compelling, 
the Trinity so attractive, and the preacher’s work unavoidably vulnerable (2 
Peter 1).
 In practice this means we will preach a gospel that is more expansive 
than science and more accountable than mysticism. We will speak of what 
God has done this past week in our neighbourhood, alongside what he 
has done several millennia ago in distant places. Our sermons will exposit 
biblical content and expose the Missio Dei among us. And we will do this with 
a steady confidence that our scholarly exegesis and our life in the Spirit are 
firmly and beautifully yoked together. As sleuths for God, we must notice the 
winds of his Spirit, discern the contours of resurrection promise in everyday 
life, and shout out what we see and hear with all the accompanying risks and 
vulnerabilities.
 It is true that we will sometimes get it wrong. We may say, “that was 
God” only to discover that it was “me.” But the risks of naming God at work 
in the world are no greater or less than the risks of failed exegesis. Only with 
the Spirit’s help can we faithfully declare the wisdom of scripture and expose 
the fingerprints of God around us.
 What is said of ancient prophets must surely become the testimony 
of faithful and vulnerable preachers today: for preaching never has its origin 
in the human will, but we preachers, though human, speak from God as we 
are “carried along by the Holy Spirit.” We discern things – local, practical, 
“here and now” wisdom from God – and that is why we preach (2 Peter 1:21).

Message Construction and delivery. God loves to preach through unlikely 
mouthpieces, individuals who need encouragement and a lot of help. Moses 
was reluctant and God says: “I will help you speak and teach you what to 
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say” (Ex. 4:12). Jeremiah felt he was too young so God declared: “I have put 
my words in your mouth” (Jer. 1:9, and again to Israel Isa. 51:16). And to a 
band of nervous Galileans, Jesus says: “do not worry about how you will 
defend yourselves or what you will say, for the Holy Spirit will teach you” 
(Lk 12:11-12, 21:12-15). The Bible tells us that when Stephen preached his 
enemies “could not stand up against the wisdom the Spirit gave him as he 
spoke” (Acts 6:10). And when Paul was confronted by Jesus and filled with 
the Holy Spirit, “he began to preach” immediately, growing “more and more 
powerful … proving that Jesus is the Messiah” (Acts 9:17-22). 
 This is very good news for vulnerable preachers and we should seek 
the Spirit’s help at every stage of preparation and presentation. God, who 
knows the mind of every person, wants to give us his words, his wisdom 
and his power as we speak. He understands we are “emotionally exposed, at 
risk and uncertain” when we are engaged in his mission, so he promises to 
mentor us and give us a voice through the ministry of his Holy Spirit.
 We need not limit the promise to mere verbiage. Often the Spirit will 
give us images, impressions, Scripture fragments, memories, faces, sounds 
and even smells from which to fashion “what we will say.” The Spirit is at 
work through the preacher’s imagination.31

 Great preachers trust this promise from start to finish. Labouring 
in prayer they edit sermons knowing that even the words they choose are 
potential gifts from God. And the only preachers who would ever imagine 
this to be a license for laziness are those who are playing it far too safe. All the 
white-water preachers, those who embrace vulnerability, lean heavily upon 
this promise and find it to be wonderfully true. 
 Public speaking is known to be one of people’s greatest fears, some 
even list it ahead of death. Preachers, particularly those who are just starting 
out, must battle these fears like everyone else and the Spirit promises to 
help us. He will quiet our nerves and anoint our sermons as we welcome his 
comfort and counsel. 

Listener response and feedback. Every preacher knows what it is like to preach 
weak sermons and to fear robust criticism. But neither of these confronting 
vulnerabilities – displaying our shortcomings or exposing ourselves to 
the opinions of others – should frighten us. The Holy Spirit, our homiletic 
advocate, indwells hearers as well as preachers, and much good comes from 
knowing and celebrating this fact.
 For one thing, the Spirit opens up listeners to God’s message. This 
was Paul’s experience when he preached in Thessalonica and he reminds the 
congregation about it in a letter: “Our gospel came to you … with power, 
with the Holy Spirit and deep conviction … you welcomed the message in 
the midst of severe suffering with the joy given by the Holy Spirit” (1 Thess. 
1:5, 6). “Conviction” and “joy” are dynamic listener responses and Paul, who 
was a capable orator, credits the work of the Holy Spirit not his speaking 
skills for these outcomes. The Holy Spirit will do the same for us. 
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 What is more, because the Holy Spirit is at work in our listeners, 
the things they feedback hold potential value for us as preachers. Words of 
encouragement and critique often contain information to help us grow. But 
to receive these responses we need to make ourselves vulnerable; it takes 
humility to probe a complement or unpack a criticism in search of new 
insights. This work can be formalised by asking a few spiritually mature 
listeners to speak honestly about ways in which our preaching could 
improve. We never outgrow the usefulness of such feedback.

CONCLUSION: HOW FAR IS NOT FAR ENOUGH?

The theological and homiletical imperatives compel preachers to push the 
boundaries of vulnerability in their preaching and to take greater risks – to 
“dare greatly” for the sake of God’s mission in the world. There are dangers 
that we must recognise and mitigate wherever possible, but the gains 
of doing so are enormous. The Holy Spirit, Jesus’ gift to all his witnesses, 
empowers healthy vulnerability in preaching by: shaping the character of 
preachers, helping them discern God’s movement in the world, empowering 
their words, and engaging with their listeners. 
 Preachers who embrace vulnerability do two important things 
consistently: they speak-local and they self-disclose. They put the 
neighbourhood and themselves in the biblical spotlight and then welcome 
all their listeners to come and stand there too. This is a messy business. It 
would be much easier, and more comfortable, to find universal principles 
that can be explained with stereotypical exemplars and stories from distance 
congregations – people and places that are more or less invisible and 
unverifiable. Do this and most of the vulnerability ebbs away. But if you say 
things like: “Look here, this is the Spirit of God among us,” or “Follow me as 
I follow Christ”, you will unleash a rush of vulnerability with all its inherent 
risks and rewards. 
 How far is too far? This is the usual question we ask as we attempt 
to prescribe a safe place for a dangerous activity. But we have argued that 
gospel witness, with its cross-bearing invitation, is simply not safe in the 
way our culture thinks of safety. A bold witness will require significant 
risk and preaching that transforms lives will need to take the journey into 
vulnerability. Obedience to God’s mission invites preachers to ask themselves 
some different questions: “Have I gone far enough?” “Have I been open 
and helpful?” “Have I been a transparent witness?” “Have I applied the 
Scriptures boldly?”
 Perhaps we can engage a metaphor to help change our thinking. 
Is your homiletic world “flat” or “spherical”? In ancient times nautical 
travellers feared dropping off the edge of the disk-shaped earth. The critical 
question was always, “How far is too far?” Many ships were lost at sea, 
because these great waters were (and still are) dangerous! But no ships were 
ever lost at “the edge” of the earth; they all perished in the same waters 
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that others eventually sailed through undaunted. And when better ships 
were built and old Captains grew wise with experience, new worlds were 
discovered. Perhaps we should explore vulnerability in our preaching as we 
have learned to explore the oceans, not fearing “the edge” but trusting the 
Spirit more and more as we grow in grace and knowledge. 
 After all, one day soon “we shall see face to face” and “I shall know 
fully, even as I am fully known” (1 Cor. 15:12). This “new creation” will be 
like life in Eden before the fall. Or, to use Jesus’ bold picture, it will be like an 
embrace into the Trinity itself (Jn. 17:20-21). This is the destination towards 
which we preach and only the Holy Spirit can lead us, sermon by sermon, all 
the way home! 
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